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COMPONENTIAL ANALYSI.

OF 'THE RUSSIAN CASE SYSTEM

Zdenek F. Oliverius

This paper is intended as a contribution

to the study of the semantic structure of the

Contemporary Standard Russian Case System. The

essay will argue that a componential analysis of
__-

Russian case desinences is possible and useful,

and that it- consequently deserves a place in

the linguisti-c. analysis of Contemporary Standard
Russian.
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1. RUSSIAN CASES

Various linguists approached the problem
of cases from various'points of view, restricting
themselves to the morphology of declensional
desinences, focUssing their attention-bn case
uses, studying the historical development of ,

cases etc. During the last few-decades' a quest
for the semantic structure of case systems of

different languages has figured prominently in
articles and books describing Indo-European and
other languages.

-The real differences of opinion among linguists

devoting their attention to the synchronic study

of cases, if one separates from mere terminological

differences, are concerned with the problem of
relevant semantic components, Gesamtbedeutung,
etc. Some authors (Jakobson 1936 and 1958,

Rjelmslev 1936-7, Mareg 1962, etc.) aim at

discovering a uniffed meaning for each of the

cases within a case system, while others
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(Kurykowicz 1949-1960, de Groot 1956, etc.)

reject the possibility of a unified meaning anal

restrict themselves to enumeration and classifi-

cation of the uses of cases.

One of the more recent attempts (Ch.J. Pillmore

1968) stresses two assumptions as essential to the

development of the argument: the first of these

being the centrality of syntax and the second

one the importance of covert categories.

It is not the intention of this yaper,

however, to examine the history of case studies,

but rather to elucidate a few points connected

with the quest for sets of relevant semantic

components and to devote some attention to the

interconnection betWeen the system of Russian

cases on the one _hand and prepositions and

prefixes on the other.

2. DETERMINING THE UNIVERSE

The problem of determining the universe of

a case system may seem very simple if we approach

it from the plane of expression (or formally

organized paradigms). But even if this approach

is adopted (Jakobson 1936 and 1958, Mares 1962,

etc.) some inconsistencies are likely to appear.

Apart from a rather general tendenCy to exclude

the vocative, agreement is lacking on the status

of nominative which is sometimes excluded from-,

the system on the basis of being fully unmarked.

There is also no general' agreement on the two

genitives and two locatives in Russian.

On the other hand, if the plane of content
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is wade the point of departure for the study of

the case system, serious porblems emerge

immediately. In his.study, intended as Pa

contribution to the study of formal and sub-

stantive syntactic universals".Ch. Fillmore

(1968) argues that "thi explanatory value of

a universal system of deep-structure cases is

of a Syntactic and not (merely) a morphological

nature". According to thissinterpietaitonthe

case notion comprises "a set of universal,

presumably innate, concepts which identify

certain'types_of judgements human beings are

capable of making about the events that are

going on around them": The case system then
appears to include cases like: Agentive,

Instrumental, Dative, Factitive, Locative and

Objective. The enumeration ends with a remark

that additional cases Will surely be needed.

Turning. now to the question of relevancy of the

universe determined in this way, perhaps the

first and most obvious observation to make is

that these "cases" extend far beyond the limits

of case systems in traditional grammars.

To say that in "18. John broke the window"

the subject is an Agent and in "19. A hammer

broke the window'" it is an*instrument,

is perhaps a statement about.

classes oUlexemes but certainly not about

_cases. The interpretaiton of the case frames

which may or may not accept certain verbs -1°.

(see - show) is another example of assigning

features, connected with case positions, to

cases themselves. It is difficult to believe
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that the subjects in sentences He sees - He

shows are Agentive and Dativeltespectively.

The difference alluded ti). is a difference in

.semantic components of the two verbs,"see".and'

"- show" and has nothing to do (directly) with

the case system. What actually would be the

Instrument or-Factitive.or Objective in the

following Russian sentences: OH HrpaeT sanbc

(Re is playing a Maltz); OH mrpaeT nepsym cHprinity

tire' plays first violin) ;. OH HrpaeT Ha mil:4;114e

(He plays a violin); OH mrpaeTemENKom

(He is playing with a bow).

CASE OPPOSITIONS

Thegeneral, abreement on.case oppositions

seems to encompass nominative; accusative and

genitive. Apart from this partial consensus,
. however, nostriking,e4.m4larities in treatment

of case opposition can be found in recent works

on case systems. Unfortunately there are some

additional difference& of opinion among

linguists when it comes to the semantic

interpretation of case oppositions. The opposi-

tion of cas grammatical vs. cas concrets

(Kilry*owicz 1949 - 1960) interpreted as.contrari-

-ness of morpheies devoid of any semantic

function and morphemes endowed with meaning is

utterly unacceptable because the idea of empty

morphemes is irreconcilable with the character

of natural languages as sign systems.

Assuming that the basic opposition nominative

- accusative is valid', I feel that it may serve

as a basis for looking into the system of



oppositions of the.Russian case system with

reference to some concrete examples.

There is a certain parallelism between the

oppositions nominative - genitive and accusative

Zwillmmd y40Hkm08 LiTeHmemHmr:

genitivils subiectivps" - genitivus obiectivus)

indicating a rather close relation of the three

cases in Russian reflecting thus.the Indo-.

Eutopeaxt situation as described by KUrylowicz

(1949, 1960): "La triads des cas gramtaticaux

est le vrai systIme des cas indoeuropeensi elle

en represente 'ossatura, 1 laquelle.sont attaches,

d'une facon assez lache, les cas concrets'. The

adverbal character of both nominative and accusative

as oppoied to the adnominal'character of the

Russian genitive is not relevant synchronically.

Turning now to.the opposition nominative

- instrumental, perhaps ,the first observation

to make is that they partially overlap, both

indicating the originator of the aciton expressed
by the verb.. But for a clearer understanding

of the nominative - instrumental relationship'

it is important to notice the restricted

character of the latter:

ConAaT Orin ero - OH 6un y6HT conAaTom; rlynR

ydrina'ero OH 6wri y6mT IlYPeA; COPA8T YOHn ero

nyneA: Ero y6mno nyneA: 6paT bun tioneH - 6paT

eepHyncR 6onbHum; OH y4HTenb - OH pa6oTaeT

4MTIBSM; Ha3aK, 60HwA COKOA, priHyncR Ha

spare - MaaaR 6yAHum COKOnCT prmyncn Ha spara.

In ail of these examples the instrumental

indicates some kind of restriction. In the

sentence ConAaf y6mn era ilynall the 'instru-
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.mental signifies that nyii does not participate

fully'in the action described, in sentences

6par sepHynen 6onbi-wm and OH painyraer yqpirenem

the. restriction is temporal or circumstantial.

The instrumental in ergative sentences like

OH 15..An y6pir connarom is in obvious connection

with markers of passiveness and the shift -of

interlocutori' attention from the agens to the

patiens

The above rather scattered observations on
op

the opposition nominative instrumental are

strikingly-similar to what can be detected in

the oppositions accusative - dative and genitive'

- partitive: y4HTb CTHXH yUHTbCR maTemaTrixe;

;iama noprimna AeTeA TeTe liawe; name-xomel-cs

cnaTb; B rpy3HH R Glisten. ()pity 4an R

gawxy 4am; OH 3aRmmaeTc nporiaBoAcTaom

caxapa OH xyriHn two caxavi. The instrumental

dative and partitive are marked members of the

opposition limitation or restriction.

Locative, prepositional and vocative share

one common feature, standing in opposition to

all 'other cases% namely'rero participation in

the action expressed by predicate. The vocative

and locative, for obvious, reasons, do: not need

any fur er argumentation, but it may be

appropriate to point out that substantives.in

the prepositional case in Contemporary Standard.

Russian are always separated from 'the-verb by.

prepositions retaining at least some residual

components indicating spatial, temporal etc.

distance, and dissociating the substantive from

the Intrinsic sphere tof the action denoted by
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the verb.

4.' THE SYSTEM OF RUSSIANtASES

Serious difficuir114-dre encountered when

one tries to interpret semantically the oppo-

sitions found.in-eny particular language.
-..

Interpretations offered so far oscillate between

rather abstract and very concrete notions..

R. Jakobson (1936) distinguishis four types

of cases: Bezugskasus, Umfangskasus- Randkasus

and Gestaltungskasus, treating the more basic

elements as unmarked (the. nominative is fUlly"

unmarked). It Should be mentioned that Jakobson's

case features are singlevalued rather than binary:

each 'of the characteristic features is either

present of absent. Later on R. Jakobson (1958)

reduced the number 'of distinctive features' essen-

tial for an, adequate description of the case
1

system in-Contemporary Standard .Russian from four
to three "semantic marks". . The cases in Russian

are thus 'grouped into classes each of which is

characterized by the presence vs: absence of

a particular semantic mark: 1) quantifiers

(Genitive, Locative),. focussing upon the extent

to which the entity takes part in'the message,

vs. non-quantifiers; 2) directional cases

(Accusative, Dative),'signalizing the goal of

an event, vs-. non-directional; 3) marginal cases

(Instrumetnal, Dative, Locative), assigning to

the entity'an accessory place in the message vs.

non-marginal." Nominative is treated in much

the same way ac in R._Jakobsoes article Pub--g

lished in TCLP (1936) bs.fully unmarked.
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F. Hares (1962) distinguishes between two

variablei aspectus and ptosis with two and three

values respectively (staiicus-dynamicus;

recta - iungens socians). L. Hjelmslev

(1936-1937) using terms like rapprochement,

repos, eloignement' comes back to one rather old

and often attacked but still not successfully

disproved conception.

One can hardly disagree with SkaliCkais

(1950) assertion that all case systems suggested

so far are lacking homogeneity and adequacy of

criteria used for semantic classification.
I

There are compelling reasons for asking questions

like: Should all the values of semantic variables

(like case) form a unified, homogeneous system?

In other words should cases be viewed upon as

a complex of loosely connected elements or as

a cohesive system? Another question and perhaps

an even more serious one that arises concerns"

the relation between the semantic components of

cases and reality: Is there any,such 'relation

at all? What aspect of reality is reflected?

There are two assumptions I wish to make

explicit; 1) The meaning of cases reflects

primarily the relation of substantives to the

action indicated by verbs (any relevance to

syntax is secondary). 2) All values of semantic

variables (items within a paradigm) are subor-

dinated to certain unifying principles and

consequently are more or leis homogeneous.

If these two assumptions can be accepted,

the case system, of Contemporary Standard Russian

can be described as orthogonal paradigm where
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each term is defined by one value of each dimeersion

and all poisible combinations of values are repre-

sented. Note that.orthogoial,analysis, which

is riTher rare in less central sub-systems, is

possible, in the description of cases in Contelapo-

.rary Standafd Russian perhaps because of the

undisputed centrality of'cases within the whole

system of Russian;

In this section I wish to summerize the

-observations on the primary semantic functions

of Russian cases. All case oppositions in

Contemporary Standtrd Russian are apparently

organized along axes. One of them can be

described as nominative - ergative,denoting

the relation of the entity (indicated by the.

substantive) to the action as far as motion and

direction is concerned. This is the axis of the

iaiic oppositions: nominative - accusative -

genitive. In addition to this axis there is

there is another one indicating-to what extent,

the entity (expressed by the substantive)ip

.affected; effected, etc. by the action. This

is the axis of oppositions: nominative - instru-
emental - locative; accusative - dative -

'prepositional.
_\

The degree of abstraction needed for

establishing these two basic notions exceeds

previous generalizations made in connection

With case system analysis.

Each of the semantic variables, functioning

as relevant semantic components cf Russian cases,
has three values. From now on I will use the

terms motion and scission for the two variables.
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The variable of .motion encompasses the following

values: static - petitiye cessative. The

least marked member of'these oppositions is

"static" reflecting the inert, unmoved, quiescent

character of the given entity, which also is

the basis f61 the originative and locative uses.

The petitive value is in direct opposition to

-static; conveying the reaning of affectedness,

effectedness, adjunction, intention, etc.

and leaving,all leftover functipns to the cessative

value' of motion; reflecting separation, dis-

junction, etc. Occurences of the_genitive in

pytta dpaTa, limmra Opera fall within the range

of this interpretation. Tte variable of scission

has three values: integer - fractional -

extraneous. The least marked member of.these

is the first one, indicating full participation

of the entity, referred to by the substantive,

in the action. The non-integer fractional scission

conveys the notion of partiality or peripherality,

leaving the left-over function of denoting no

participation in action to the non-integer

extraneous scission.

The semantic structure of the case system
I

in Contemporary Standard Russian can bedescribed
as a perfect paradigm with zero redundancy.

Two trees showing the grouping of Russian cases

according to different values of either motion

or scission clearly indicate'the possibilities

of neutralization and may help to explain some

developmental trends, cf. the semantic (and

formal) convergency of Locative and Prepositional,

Genitive and Partitive, and also the syncretism

of case forms.
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The full paradigm of the Russian case system

assumes the following form:

CASE MOTION SCISSION

Nominative + + .static - integer

Instrumental + - static - fractional

Locative + o static - extraneous

Accusative - + petitive - integer

Dative - - petitive - fractional

Prepositional -- 0 petitive - extraneous

Genitive o + cessative - integer .

Partitive o - cessative - fractional

Vocative o o cessative - extraneous

The high degree of abstraction allows

for reconciliation of,otherwiee irreconcilable

divergencies in Interpretation of individual

case uses. The explication of Nominitive as

agens is. incompatible with its explication as

patiens, but both can be/covered by the notion
% i

I
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-of "unmoved integrity" (in the center of a

message). All the main uses of Instrumental can

be expressed as the "unaffected but restricted"

center of a given message. The Locative,

retaining the static value of motion while

being fully separated . action referred

to by. the verb, logically enough indicates the

location where the action takes place. Some

possibilities of the semantic interpretation

of Accusative. Dative and Prepositional have

been mentioned earlier in this paper. The

cessative value of the s, :ailed Genitive

ablative and Genitive in negative expressions

is obvious. The so called possessive Genitive,

part-whole Genitive, etc., indicate separation

of an included entity: Aom ono, Kpuwa Aoma.

The distance-between Nominative and Vocative

is actually smaller than it may seem from the

table above. Both values constituting

the semantic structure of Vocative along the

axes of motion and scission are in a sense

negating the dynamic and fractional values,

which brings'them rather close to the starting

points: static and integer.

In conclusion let me return to some

recent descriptions of the Russian case system

and compare them with the present suggestion.
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The basis for comparison can be found in

the semantic similarity of components utilized

in each-particular system. Jakobson's

Bezugskasus and, directional, Mares's aspectus

dynamicus correspond with the petitive motion;

Jakobson's Randkasus and peripheral non-

limitational, and Mares's ptosis recta are

comparable to the fractional scission.

Jakobson's Umfangskasus (not coinciding with
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Randcasus) and limitation al non-peripheral

correspond with the cessative motion (there is

no counterpart in Mares's system). The rest

is only partially overlapping. There are very
ev

few incompatible differences between the present

system and Jakobson's (1958)
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